
WHAT IS GREAT ART ESSAY

Free Essay: A straightforward question, what is good art? A complicated answer, but that is good art. How does a
certain piece of artwork.

The period the two artists lived in was the Renaissance period. I don't think art has a consensus. Does having a
recognizable art or design "style" limit one's creativity? Artists are always trying to push boundaries and think
outside the canvas, as it were. Some of the many concepts which fall under this category are painting,
drawing, calligraphy, sculpture etc. I have engaged and analysed with different theories and philosophers
which has expanded my understanding of art and its histories. As this century draws to a close, it looks ever
more Duchampian. When you're trying to make things, taste becomes a practical matter. Notes [ 1 ] This is not
to say, of course, that good paintings must have faces in them, just that everyone's visual piano has that key on
it. The average person looks at it and thinks: how amazingly skillful. The Sistine Chapel in the Vatican is an
example of a work that has been and truly a beacon of art. Drawing or making marks has been around longer
than any other art form as cavemen where the first to discover the art. In the early 20th century, there was a
new art movement being created. Yet the definition of what is art is obscure, we are able to recognise for
ourselves but not express concisely what art is. The impact of technology within an arts context lies above all
in the fact that the technology is used to beauty Viewers who see how technology is used, begin to realize that
it can be used in creative and other ways than were intended. I think the change began with Impressionism
when you had a division among people who saw the academic painters as the accepted norm and the
avant-guardists represented the others. Is an exact reproduction as good as the original? I'd be willing to eat
the apple the world's population had voted most delicious, and I'd probably be willing to visit the beach they
voted most beautiful, but having to look at the painting they voted the best would be a crapshoot. The
patrilineal stripes declare the clan membership of the children, and ensure that they are not denied the
entitlements and rights of the clan members. Erdos thought so. One problem with saying there's no such thing
as good taste is that it also means there's no such thing as good art. Correction: Nov. And yet you can see how
great a hold "taste is subjective" has even in the art world by how nervous it makes people to talk about art
being good or bad. It is only through worship and devotion that we feel connected to God. Consequently
posters are not to include large amount of text in order to get their points across to viewers. And Who Says
So? Many things were reborn during this time period, but we are going to discuss art. Rather, the inevitability
of a logical evolution toward a reductive art was obvious to them already. At his time, unlike now, there were
accepted criteria that artists' audiences -- much more limited audiences -- understood. If good art is art that
interests its audience, then when you talk about art being good, you also have to say for what audience.
Despite this, pornography has the potential to become art, and should therefore not be censored.


